ROSENBAUER RESCUES
CUSTOM RESCUES

CUSTOM WALK-IN HEAVY RESCUE
WITH COMMAND CENTER:
SOUTH BEND FIRE DEPT.
- Commander 4000 Chassis Two-Door
- FX 3/16” Aluminum Body
- Command Area with Communications and Video Center in Body
- 40 kW PTO Generator
- Retractable Powered Awning
- Power Lifegate

CUSTOM HEAVY RESCUE
WITH COMMAND CENTER:
NIAGARA FALLS FIRE DEPARTMENT
- Commander Chassis Three-Door
- Command Area in Chassis Cab
- EXT Heavy Duty Aluminum Body with Lifetime Transferable Warranty
- 30 kW PTO Generator
- Cascade System with Two Bottle Fill Station
- Flip Down Compartment Safe Steps
CUSTOM COMMAND WALK-IN RESCUE

STOCKTON FIRE DEPARTMENT

- Commander Chassis Three-Door
- Command Area in Chassis Cab
- FX Heavy Duty Aluminum Body
- 130 kW PTO Generator
- Mobile HAZ-MAT Testing Laboratory with Vented Fume Hood
- Staircase access to apparatus roof
CUSTOM WALK-AROUND HEAVY RESCUE:
PLATTE VALLEY COLORADO

- Commander 4000 Chassis
- Slide-out Tool Boards
- EXT Heavy Duty Aluminum Body w/ Lifetime Transferable Warranty
- Slide-out Equipment Trays
- Electric Rewind Reels
CUSTOM WALK-AROUND HEAVY RESCUE:
SALT RIVER FIRE DEPARTMENT

- Commander 3000 Chassis
- FX Aluminum Body
- 40 kW PTO Generator
- Large Coffin Storage Compartments
- Slide-out Transverse Equipment Trays
- Rear Slide-out “Staircase” Access to Roof
COMMERCIAL WALK-IN MEDIUM RESCUE: PARKLAND COUNTY FIRE SERVICES
- Command Area with Communications and Video Center including a Kitchenette and Rehab Center
- EXT Heavy Duty Aluminum Body with Lifetime Transferable Warranty
- Flip Down Safe Steps
- 40 kW PTO Generator

COMMERCIAL SMART CAB RESCUE: SAGINAW TOWNSHIP FIRE DEPT.
- Rosenbauer Exclusive, SMART CAB with Seating for Four Crew
- FX Aluminum Body
- Scene Light Tower
- Transverse Compartments
- Green Star IRT

COMMERCIAL WALK-AROUND MEDIUM RESCUE
- Command Area with Desk
- FX Aluminum Body
- Scene Light Tower
- Coffin Compartments
- EZ Climb Ladder
- Transferable Winch with Multiple Receiver Points
COMMERCIAL WALK-AROUND

MEDIUM RESCUE:

DELL RAPIDS FIRE/RESCUE

- FX Aluminum Body
- Slide-out Equipment Trays
- Rosenbauer Exclusive, Slide-out Four Pack SCBA Carousel
- Rosenbauer UHPS Fire Suppression Pump with up to 1500 PSI @ 10GPM
- SCBA Storage

COMMERCIAL WALK-IN LIGHT RESCUE:

SIOUX FALLS FIRE RESCUE

- EMS Cabinet Inside Crew Area
- FX Aluminum Body
- Seating for Five
- Hydraulic Tool Reels
- Scene Light Tower

COMMERCIAL WALK-AROUND

MEDIUM RESCUE:

HENRICO FIRE

- FX Aluminum Body
- Breathing Air Compressor
- Cascade System/Three Bottle Fill Station
- Refrigerator for Cold Drink Storage
- Retractable Awning

LIGHT RESCUE:

LARAMIE COUNTY FIRE RESCUE

- FX Aluminum Body
- Seating for Five
- Transverse Compartments
- SCBA Bottle Fill Station